Fig$S1$
The experimental set--up to calculate specific cross--linking TAR RNA or RNA--protein complexes were incubated with/without UV cross--linking, purified, reverse transcribed using 6FAM or VIC labeled primers, and analysed. Red/black traces are sequencing ladders used to align samples. a) Example trace for Fx control samples. RNA was cross--linked and reverse transcribed with either 6FAM or VIC labeled primer, shown in blue and green respectively. b) Experimental cross--linked RNA--protein sample. RNA only was reverse transcribed with a VIC labeled primer, RNA--protein with a 6FAM labeled primer. c) Fnox control sample. Non cross--linked RNA was reverse transcribed with either 6FAM or VIC labeled primer. D) Non cross--linked sample. RNA was incubated with/without protein; the RNA only was reverse transcribed with VIC labeled primer, the RNA--protein was reverse transcribed with 6FAM labeled primer.
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A" A" A" C" A" U" G" A" G" G" A" U" U" A" C" C" C" A" U" G" U" C" U" G" C" A" G" G" U" C" G" A" C" U" C" Cross--linking reactivity profile of the interaction of MS2 CBP, shown in black, or BSA, shown in yellow, with the MS2 RNA construct. Cross--linking reactivities were calculated as above, and those nucleotides where reactivity is statistically significantly higher than in the BSA control (p<0.05, paired t--test) are shown with stars. Inset: secondary structural model of the RNA, containing MS2 stem--loop (centre) and nonspecific stem--loops (5' and 3'). Stars indicate the position of statistically significant cross--link sites as above. Data were not obtained for the small stem--loop at the 5' of the RNA. Nucleotide position (each 20 nt) is marked. Figure S4 Figure S4 Agarose gel electrophoresis confirming dimeric nature of HIV RNA examined by XL--SHAPE HIV--1 RNA was renatured in the same manner as for cross--linking experiments. EMSA buffer (binding buffer) with or without Gag buffer (protein elution buffer) was added to mimic conditions just before addition of Gag. The dimeric nature of the RNA was assessed by native agarose electrophoresis and ethidium bromide staining. The band of low molecular weight visible in lanes containing EMSA buffer is excess tRNA added to minimize nonspecific interactions between HIV RNA and protein. The distinct migration of the dimeric HIV RNA at around 800nt shows that the tRNA is not binding to the HIV RNA under these conditions. Expected migration of the dimer (c 800 nt) Expected migration of the monomer (c 400 nt) S5a
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